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Abstract: The Regional government which carried out based on the principle of autonomy as wide as possible implies that the regions are given the authority to regulate and manage all their own affairs. So, this study tried to conduct a study of normative law to further examine the nature of the implementation of regional autonomy, and the second tried to analyze the role of regional regulations in order to support the implementation of regional autonomy through library research using the statute approach and conceptual approach. The results of the study indicated that one of the important ideals and rationalities for implementing regional autonomy was to make the policy process closer to the society, not only in the central government. For this reason, authority needs to be given so that local governments can take their own initiative to make decisions regarding the interests of the local community through laws at the local government level. Thus, the contents of the Regional Regulations are to accommodate the interests of the people in the regions in order to achieve happiness and prosperity that is distributed equally to the people in the area.
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Introduction

The end of the reformation in the Republic of Indonesia has brought changes in the system of governance. Reformation is characterized by the demand for good governance which requires accountability, transparency and public participation in every public policy. This is the most important thing for regional autonomy in Indonesia, both procedurally and
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substantially. It is the reaffirmation of democratization after a long destruction due to centralization for creating the good governance locally and nationally.

In the implementation of good governance it is necessary to develop indicators of success for the implementation of good governance itself. It is very important because it measures, evaluates accountability in implementing a policy, a program or a project, the performance of a business, an organization and activities/business in government management and development. For this reason, the implementation of good and responsible governance will only be achieved when the implementation of politic, economy and administration has equal and synergic networks and interactions. Such interactions and partnerships are usually only able to be developed if there is trust, transparency, participation, and clear and definite regulations, good governance will also be developed under authoritative leadership and clear vision.

Seen from the perspective of state-society relations, it can be said that one of the main objectives of regional autonomy is to open greater access to civil society to participate both in the decision-making process and in its implementation. One of the important ideals and rationals of implementing regional autonomy is to make closer policy making process to citizens and stakeholders, so that they can participate in the policy making process easily and intensively. By moving the policy from the center to the region, it is expected that the policy making process will become (1) more transparent, and (2) higher community participation and stakeholders, so that public policy truly serves for public and not only for the elite bureaucracy and politicians.

Moh. Hatta argued that autonomization did not only for implementing democracy, but also supporting the development of its own initiative to make decisions for society. By developing its own initiatives, the democracy will be achieved, called government from, by and for the people. By this, the people not only determine their destiny, but also improve their own destiny.

Regional autonomy based on the broadest principle of autonomy implies that the regions are given the authority to handle and manage all their programs. Autonomous regions have the authority to make policies for giving services, increasing participation, developing initiatives and empowering community to enhance
people’s welfare. The regional policy making is done through regional regulations and other regional legal products as legal frameworks of regional policies.

Expectation for change through the implementation of decentralization is not able to overcome the socio-economic crisis, but quick post-reform changes have created new problems. Various misconception interpretations and implications of decentralization were argued by many parties, as such as government officials at the central and regional levels (legislative and executive), academics and community leaders (tradition, religion and culture), which resulted various polemics in society.

The society thought that government’s administrative implementation was too complicated and strict. The community also thought that the people’s behalf must be regulated in all laws and regulations. Managing regional potentials is by giving local government the right to form regional regulation. The making of regulations aims to accommodate the needs of the region by taking into account the community’s needs and special characteristics of the region.

Thus, decentralization implies as an acknowledgement from central policy maker on the potential and capabilities of regions by involving every region representative to govern and develop, and by accustom themselves to use rights balance with the obligations for creating democratic society. In other words, implementing a decentralized system is to create good habits in absorbing, formulating and making decisions to solve problems that occur within the region itself without damaging the planning and implementing of national policies.

The policy making that given to the regions gives freedom to form legislation at the regional level. On the other hand, to implement regional autonomy in a democratic legal country should also be accompanied by responsibility. It must be managed and used properly by local governments. Local governments should not careless in implementing regional autonomy and in creating democratic legal country. It is necessary to have great arrangement, in this case for creating regulations, especially regional regulations. It must be initiated from the ideas, the planning, to the enactment.

Ideally, a regional regulation must be made in a good planning, in integration and systematic manner, so that the regional
regulation can be immediately implemented and it provides direct benefits to the society and local government for creating good regional regulations. In this paper, the author examined more about how a regional regulation was formed in creating a better local government. The problems that were related to the role of regional regulations in order to support the implementation of regional autonomy.

Research Methodology

The type of this research was normative legal research, using statute and conceptual approach which focused on library research. This library research also used secondary data derived from 2 (two) legal materials, as such as primary legal material and secondary legal material. Furthermore, this research was also analytical descriptive, because from this research it was expected that a holistical, deep, and systematic explanations would be obtained.

Discussions: Creating Regional Regulations for Supporting the Implementation of Regional Autonomy

In order to make implementation of regional autonomy well and produce equitable development, it is necessary to have support from a good rule of law. Moreover, Indonesia is one of the countries with the concept of welfare state. This is in line with the broad regional autonomy for accelerating welfare of its people through improved services, empowerment and community participation. In addition, through autonomy, the region is expected to be able to increase its competitiveness by using democracy principles, equity, justice, privilege and specialty, and diversity of regions within the Republic of Indonesia.

In line with the concept of welfare state, the law is placed as a rule in the administration and governance, whereas the objectives of the law are: "…opgelegd om de samenleving vreedzaam, rechtvaardig, en doelmatig te ordenen" (Managing a peaceful, fair and meaningful society). It means that the target of the law is the creation of country, government and social activities based on justice, peace, and benefit or meaningfulness. In a rechtsstaat (the rule of law), the existence of law is used as an instrument in managing the life of the country, government and society.

Regarding to above explanation, autonomy has the meaning of freedom or independence (zelfstandigheid), but it is not liberty (onafhankelijkheid). Limited freedom or independence is a form of giving a responsible opportunity. In giving
responsibility there are two elements. They are:

1. Giving assignments which means a number of mandatory work and the authority to carry it out;
2. Giving trust in the form of authority to think and determine the way how to complete the task.

In line with this, the government can run effectively if it matches the real situation in the country and part of the country, like geography and demography as well as customs, culture, the level of intelligence of the society, economic development and others. A decentralized system can also prevent the focus power only for certain area or people. This system also contains acknowledgement from central policy maker policies on the potential and capabilities of the region by involving every region's representatives for carrying out governance and development.

Indonesia with its enormous territory and a large population is no longer possible to carry out direct democracy by all citizens, but the effort to create mechanisms in involving as many people as possible must be maintained. Independent and democratic autonomous government in every region will bring government closer to its people, so that the various needs of different people can be served fairly.

Finally, to harmonize the concept of a unitary state and rechtsstaat, then there must be trust between the citizen and the government. The citizen should believe that the government will not misuse its power, whereas the government believes that its policy will be obeyed and admitted by its people. A rechtsstaat means that all country or government's actions must be based on legal regulations or can be accountable legally.

Hugo Krabbe thought that a country should be a rechtsstaat and every action must be based on law or accountable to the law. If we look further back, the concept of sovereignty based on law was a reaction to the principle of the state sovereignty. According to the state sovereignty theory, everything is carried out in every policy, because the country has unlimited power. The followers of this theory assumed that the law was just the concrete will of the country. In the next development, experts considered that the state sovereignty was not realistic. Finally, they turned to law supremacy as the highest sovereignty.
Therefore, Hans Kelsen related to the basic functions of the country or the power in a country suggested that:

“As we have seen, there are not three but two basic function of the state: creation and application (execution) of law, and these function are not coordinated but sub-and supra-ordinated. Further, it is not possible to define boundary line separating these function from each order, since the distinction between creation and application of law-under lying the dualism of legislative and executive power (in the broadest sense)-has only a relative character, most act of state being at the same time law creating and law applying acts.”

From what was stated by Hans Kelsen above, there were only two functions (not country tools or equipments) of power that exists in a country: the function of legal creation and the implication of law. The two functions were not equal, meaning that one function was a subordinate and the another was a superordinate. The superordinate function of power was the function of country's power in the creation of law, whereas the subordinate was the function of country's power in the implication of the law. The simple reason was it was impossible to implement or apply the law if there was no law to be implemented, it means that the function of law creation must first work (there were laws that had been formed by instruments that carry out the function as a creator) then the function of law implementation could be done.

Therefore, in line with the concept of a rechtsstaat. In order to carry out everything that is related to regional business, it should be based on the rule of law, especially when our country is known as a rechtsstaat. As the result, the regions is given the authority to regulate its law based on regional regulations. Regional authority to form regional regulations is a manifestation of regional autonomy.

Article number 18 of Republic Indonesia 1945 Constitution believes in the existence of regional authority based on regional autonomy. An autonomous region, which refers to a region, is a legal community which has regional boundaries that authorized to regulate and manage regional governance and the local community based to their own initiatives and the people's aspirations in the Republic of Indonesia. One of the main reasons for decentralization is solely that it gives the possibility for regulating the same problem differently in different regions. A Consideration that make such difference in the nation is based on geography, national, and religion. The greater the territorial and the more varied the social conditions, the more decentralized it will be on territorial decentralization.
Related to this, the existence of regional regulations in regional autonomy is very important, because regional regulations are a logical consequence of regional authority to regulate and manage their own business. Thus, the regional regulation is a conditio sine quanon (absolute requirement) in implementing regional autonomy. Furthermore, in Article number 18 paragraph (6) of The Republic Indonesia 1945 Constitution stated that "Regional Government has the right to legalize regional regulations and other regulations for autonomy and its sub-tasks." In line with above description, not all government business are regulated and administered by the central government, but they can be submitted to be regulated or implemented by lower units in the form of autonomy and sub-tasks. Government's matters that have been given and become regional matters are followed or accompanied by the authority, so that regions can have the authority to regulate and manage government's matters by forming their own legislation (legislatieve bevoegheid, and legislative power). The regulations made by a region apply to the region / territory.

Regional regulations are one of the products of regional legislation established by heads of regent and province, and the Provincial and District Municipal Services Representatives. Regional authority in establishing regional regulations legally is confirmed in Article 236 of Law Number 23 Year 2014 concerning Regional Government which states:

1. To implement Regional Autonomy and Co-Administration, A Regions creates Regional Regulations.
2. The Regional Regulation as referred to paragraph (1) is formed by the District Municipal Services Representatives with the agreement of the head of the Region.
3. The Regional Regulation as referred to in paragraph (1) contains:
   a. implementation of Regional Autonomy and Additional Assignment; and
   b. further elaboration of the higher laws regulations.
4. In addition to the content as referred to paragraph (3), the Regional Regulation can contain local content suitable to the rules of the legislation.

Moreover, the development of regions is not easy because it requires sufficient knowledge and understanding, especially about the techniques of its development, so the regional regulations formed do not oppose to laws and society.
For this reason Law No. 12 year 2011 concerning the Creation of Legislation is used as a guideline in drafting a good legislation.

In order to support the implementation of regional autonomy, the regional regulations are so important in the implementation of regional autonomy that the preparation needs to be programmed, also the necessary support of legal instruments can be made systematically, directed and planned based on clear priority. Besides for systematic purpose, It is made also to avoid many revoked and canceled regulations because of conflict with higher-level regulations.

For maintaining the stability of law and legislation without confusion, or overlapping among regulations and contradicting to the higher laws and regulations, according to bahder Johan Nasution and Solly Lubis there are three foundations used in creating regulations: Philosophical Foundation, Juridical Foundation, and Political Foundation. Amiroeddin Syarif also mentioned the philosophical foundation, juridical foundation, and sociological foundation as the foundation used in forming regulations.

Bitner S. Pakpahan combined four foundations: 1) philosophy (related to the foundation, ideology, values (legal ideals)), 2) sociology (related to conditions or empirical reality for having effective binding power), 3) the legal basis as a base for the authority to make laws and regulations, and 4) the political foundation to ensure that the policies issued by the Regional Government can run correctly suitable to the objectives.

As a foundation in implementing regional governance, a regional regulations is a demand between the center and the the region based on the principle of autonomy. The work of government in the regions by outlining the rules in the legislation requires the existence of regional regulations that suitable to the potential and diversity of the region.

Regional regulations as a form of legislation is manifestation of several constitutions based on the 1945 Constitution, as such as:

1. Democracy led by the wisdom of deliberations among representatives.
2. Social justice for the whole of the people of Indonesian

Regional regulations as laws and regulations bind every person generally without identify to certain individuals. In
other words, regional regulations apply to every legal subject that fulfills the elements in a pattern of behavior.

In partial governance approach in the regions, the state believes the existence of regions as part of the country that carry out governance in the regions. Submission of the matter is also submission of the authority to form regional regulations to government officials in the region. The point is that the regional regulations in order to achieve the greatest happiness for the community, must be respected by the central government as the matters of regional government officials in seeking happiness and prosperity for the people in the area.

Closing

For having good implementation of regional autonomy and producing fair development, it will be necessary to be supported by a good rule of law. Consequently, the existence of regional regulations is important to support the implementation of regional autonomy, so the creation of regional regulations needs to be programmed and supported by legal instruments. Thus, it is clearly systematic, directed and planned based on a clear priority. Not only to make regional regulations systematically, but also to avoid many revoked and canceled local regulations because they oppose to the higher-level regulations.
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